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PowerShell for DevOps / Complete all tasks on one platform

ScriptRunner® convinces Microsoft MVP Adam "The
Automator" Bertram
Ettlingen, 28. January 2019. Adam "The Automator“ describes ScriptRunner® as the
“master of organizing, categorizing and delegating scripts” in an independent test report.
The all-in-one solution for PowerShell from AppSphere has impressed the renowned
Microsoft PowerShell MVP and one of the best-known thought leaders in the PowerShell
community.
“ScriptRunner® is a real DevOps tool for PowerShell scripters. If you are looking into automating
your administration and support processes easily and securely, you will find a powerful and
professional tool here.” So concluded Adam Bertram’s blog post about ScriptRunner®.
The Microsoft PowerShell MVP had downloaded and thoroughly tested the complete solution for
all processes and activities with PowerShell. He was particularly impressed by the Delegate App,
which DevOps and Admins can use to convert and distribute PowerShell scripts into an app for
end users. Bertram also considers the ability to synchronize scripts for Git or Azure DevOps, for
example, and assign them to roles or main topics to be immensely time saving and thus a real
work facilitator for IT teams. Bertram was further convinced by the platform's ability to automate,
control and monitor complex IT infrastructures without changing applications.
"Adam experienced exactly what our goal with ScriptRunner® is: to simplify the work of DevOps
and system administrators," says Frank Kresse, Head of Products at ScriptRunner®. "Of course
we are very happy about that!
The entire blog post by Adam "The Automator" Bertram can be read at
https://www.adamtheautomator.com/scriptrunner-bringing-powershell-to-devops/.
Details about ScriptRunner® can be found at https://www.scriptrunner.com/en/.
About ScriptRunner® by AppSphere AG:
ScriptRunner® helps to map IT processes in an automated and delegatable way, so that they meet the
requirements of a fast, error-minimized and always comprehensible IT operation, and makes PowerShell a
real solution. An automated IT landscape is future-proof, increases employee productivity, the speed and
agility of your company and enables efficient and economical IT operations. We at ScriptRunner® also
support you with our Action Packs, which provide you with ready-to-use PowerShell script collections.
ScriptRunner® is the leading all-in-one solution for all PowerShell operations and activities. The platform
provides answers to the automation, delegation, control and monitoring demands of operating and managing
increasingly complex IT infrastructures.
Well-known medium-sized and large companies from various industries, including August Storck KG, Clinical
Center Ingolstadt GmbH, state capital Munich and Bechtle AG, already rely on ScriptRunner®.

ScriptRunner® is a product of AppSphere AG. Since its foundation in 2010, the headquarters of AppSphere
AG are located in Ettlingen, part of the Karlsruhe technology region.
Further information: www.scriptrunner.com | Twitter | XING | Facebook | LinkedIn
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